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Excitatory synapses are specialized cell– cell contacts located on actin-rich dendritic spines that mediate information flow and storage in
the brain. The postsynaptic adhesion-G protein-coupled receptor (A-GPCR) BAI1 is a critical regulator of excitatory synaptogenesis,
which functions in part by recruiting the Par3-Tiam1 polarity complex to spines, inducing local Rac1 GTPase activation and actin
cytoskeletal remodeling. However, a detailed mechanistic understanding of how BAI1 controls synapse and spine development remains
elusive. Here, we confirm that BAI1 is required in vivo for hippocampal spine development, and we identify three distinct signaling
mechanisms mediating BAI1’s prosynaptogenic functions. Using in utero electroporation to sparsely knock down BAI1 expression in
hippocampal pyramidal neurons, we show that BAI1 cell-autonomously promotes spinogenesis in the developing mouse brain. BAI1
appears to function as a receptor at synapses, as its extracellular N-terminal segment is required for both its prospinogenic and prosyn-
aptogenic functions. Moreover, BAI1 activation with a Stachel-derived peptide, which mimics a tethered agonist motif found in A-GPCRs,
drives synaptic Rac1 activation and subsequent spine and synapse development. We also reveal, for the first time, a trans-synaptic
function for BAI1, demonstrating in a mixed-culture assay that BAI1 induces the clustering of presynaptic vesicular glutamate trans-
porter 1 (vGluT1) in contacting axons, indicative of presynaptic differentiation. Finally, we show that BAI1 forms a receptor complex with
the synaptogenic cell-adhesion molecule Neuroligin-1 (NRLN1) and mediates NRLN1-dependent spine growth and synapse develop-
ment. Together, these findings establish BAI1 as an essential postsynaptic A-GPCR that regulates excitatory synaptogenesis by coordi-
nating bidirectional trans-synaptic signaling in cooperation with NRLN1.
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Introduction
Synapses are specialized cell– cell contacts that mediate informa-
tion flow and storage in the brain. The postsynaptic loci of most

excitatory synapses in the mammalian brain are small actin-rich
dendritic protrusions called spines (Tada and Sheng, 2006). Den-
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Significance Statement

Adhesion-G protein-coupled receptors are cell-adhesion receptors with important roles in nervous system development, function,
and neuropsychiatric disorders. The postsynaptic adhesion-G protein-coupled receptor BAI1 is a critical regulator of dendritic
spine and excitatory synapse development. However, the mechanism by which BAI1 controls these functions remains unclear. Our
study identifies three distinct signaling paradigms for BAI1, demonstrating that it mediates forward, reverse, and lateral signaling
in spines. Activation of BAI1 by a Stachel-dependent mechanism induces local Rac1 activation and subsequent spinogenesis/
synaptogenesis. BAI1 also signals trans-synaptically to promote presynaptic differentiation. Furthermore, BAI1 interacts with the
postsynaptic cell-adhesion molecule Neuroligin-1 (NRLN1) and facilitates NRLN1-dependent spine growth and excitatory syn-
aptogenesis. Thus, our findings establish BAI1 as a functional synaptogenic receptor that promotes presynaptic and postsynaptic
development in cooperation with synaptic organizer NRLN1.
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dritic spines rapidly remodel during development and activity-
dependent synaptic plasticity associated with learning and
memory, and their number and morphology reflect synaptic
number and strength. Notably, spine and synapse abnormalities
are a common feature of neuropsychiatric disorders, including
intellectual disabilities, autism spectrum disorders (ASDs), schi-
zophrenia, and Alzheimer’s disease (Kulkarni and Firestein,
2012). Thus, elucidating the mechanisms that regulate the forma-
tion, plasticity, and maintenance of spines and synapses is crucial
for our knowledge of normal brain function and disease.

Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 1 (BAI1/ADGRB1) is an
adhesion-G protein coupled receptor (A-GPCR) that we previ-
ously identified as a critical regulator of spine and synapse devel-
opment (Duman et al., 2013). Like most A-GPCRs, BAI1 has an
extended extracellular N-terminal segment (NTS) containing
multiple adhesion domains, including five thrombospondin
Type 1 repeats (TSRs) and a GAIN domain located just N-terminal to a
seven-transmembrane serpentine motif found in all GPCRs (Du-
man et al., 2016). Highly enriched at the postsynaptic density
(PSD), BAI1 is required for both spinogenesis and excitatory
synaptogenesis in hippocampal and cortical neurons (Duman et
al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). BAI1 regulates these processes in part
by recruiting the Rac1-guanine nucleotide exchange factor
Tiam1 and the polarity protein Par3 to spines, where Tiam1 me-
diates localized Rac1 GTPase activation (Duman et al., 2013).
Activated Rac1, in turn, drives actin cytoskeleton remodeling,
promoting spine and synapse growth (Govek et al., 2005). BAI1
also stabilizes the major synaptic scaffolding protein PSD-95 by
binding to the E3 ubiquitin ligase MDM2 and preventing it from
targeting PSD-95 for degradation (Zhu et al., 2015). Genetic
ablation of BAI1 results in mice with severe deficits in hippocampus-
dependent spatial learning and memory, enhanced LTP, and im-
paired LTD (Zhu et al., 2015).

Despite these recent advances, many unanswered questions
remain about the functions of synaptic BAI1. For instance, it is
not clear whether BAI1 coordinates presynaptic and postsynaptic
differentiation or whether it purely acts cell-autonomously in the
postsynaptic neuron. Furthermore, although BAI1 is an A-GPCR, it
is unknown whether BAI1 functions as a receptor in the nervous
system. BAI1 has no known synaptic ligands, and no published
evidence to date indicates that BAI1 relies on ligand binding for
its prospinogenic or prosynaptogenic activity. Likewise, neither
Tiam1/Par3 targeting nor PSD-95 stabilization has been demon-
strated to be actively regulated through BAI1-mediated signal
transduction. However, precedent suggests that BAI1 is likely
capable of inducing ligand-dependent signaling at synapses, as
BAI1 functions in the immune system as a phosphatidylserine
receptor that triggers the engulfment of apoptotic cells by mac-
rophages (Park et al., 2007). Moreover, the closely related
A-GPCR BAI3 mediates ligand-dependent excitatory synapto-
genesis in the cerebellum. BAI3 localizes to cerebellar Purkinje
cell spines and regulates Purkinje cell innervation by both parallel
and climbing fibers (Kakegawa et al., 2015; Sigoillot et al., 2015).
Climbing fiber expression of the secreted C1q-like complement
factor C1ql1 and its subsequent interaction with BAI3 are re-
quired for the proper formation, refinement, and maintenance of
climbing fiber-Purkinje cell excitatory synapses. Although BAI1

and BAI3 share most of their N-terminal extracellular signaling
domains, the BAI3-C1ql1 interaction is mediated by BAI3’s CUB
domain, which is not present in BAI1 (Duman et al., 2016). Thus,
the function of BAI1’s extracellular signaling domains in synap-
togenesis remains elusive.

Understanding BAI1’s function in the nervous system is im-
portant because of its implications for neural circuit develop-
ment and neurological disease. The human BAI1 gene ADGRB1
is located in a hot spot for de novo germline mutations in patients
with ASD (Michaelson et al., 2012). Furthermore, BAI1 expres-
sion is upregulated in mouse models of Rett and MeCP2 dupli-
cation syndromes (Chahrour et al., 2008) and downregulated in
glioblastoma, where BAI1 expression is inversely correlated with
neovascularization (Cork and Van Meir, 2011). Because GPCRs
are some of the most successful therapeutic targets for disease
intervention, further insight into BAI1 regulation and function
could facilitate the development of new treatments for the afore-
mentioned disorders.

Here, we confirm that BAI1 is essential in the mouse brain for
hippocampal dendritic spinogenesis, and we demonstrate that
the extracellular NTS of BAI1 is required for its pro-spinogenic/
synaptogenic function. At synapses, we show that BAI1 functions
as a receptor, inducing Rac1 activation and subsequent spine and
excitatory synapse development via a novel Stachel signaling
mechanism unique to A-GPCRs. We also identify a trans-synaptic
function for BAI1, demonstrating that it can signal in reverse to
promote presynaptic differentiation. Finally, we show that, at the
PSD, BAI1 interacts with the synaptogenic cell-adhesion molecule
Neuroligin-1 (NRLN1) and facilitates NRLN1-dependent spine and
synapse growth. Thus, BAI1 is a functional synaptogenic receptor that
promotes both presynaptic and postsynaptic development in coop-
eration with the synaptic organizer NRLN1. These results offer a
greatly expanded view of the signaling mechanisms by which BAI1
mediates spinogenesis and excitatory synaptogenesis.

Materials and Methods
Antibodies. Mouse monoclonal antibodies against the following proteins
were used: Flag (1:1000, M2 Sigma-Aldrich), HA (1:300 immunoprecipi-
tation, 1:1000 immunofluorescent staining [IF]), Western blotting
[WB], 16B12, BioLegend), c-myc (1:1000 IF, WB, 9E10, Santa Cruz Bio-
technology), PSD-95 (1:500 IF, MA1-046, Fisher Thermo Scientific),
NRLN1 (1:1000 WB, 4C12, Synaptic Systems), and N-cadherin (1:1000
IF, 610920, BD Bioscience). We also used rabbit polyclonal antibodies
against BAI1 (1:1000 IF, WB, antibody generated against the C terminus
of BAI1, amino acids 1180 –1584) (Duman et al., 2013) and vGluT1
(1:1000 IF, 135–303, Synaptic Systems). Secondary antibodies used in-
clude goat polyclonal antibodies labeled with HRP for WB or with Cy3,
Cy5, or AlexaFluor-647 for IF (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories).

DNA reagents. The following expression constructs were generous
gifts: human BAI1 in pcDNA3.1(�) (Dr. Tokino, Sapporo Medical Uni-
versity), Vstat in pcDNA3.1(�) (Dr. Van Meir, Emory University) (Kaur
et al., 2005), NRLN1B (pCAG-NL1B), and Neurexin1B (pCAG-
NRXN1B-AS4(�)) (Dr. Scheiffele, University of Basel) (Addgene plas-
mids #15261, #58267), and RaichuEV-Rac1 (Dr. Matsuda, Kyoto
University) (Komatsu et al., 2011). The BAI1 deletion mutant (B1�N,
lacking amino acids 125– 880) was generated by PCR cloning and Gibson
assembly (Gibson et al., 2009). The pSuper-shRNA construct against
BAI1 (5�-CCCGGACCCTCGTCGTTAC-3�) was described previously
(Duman et al., 2013). This hairpin successfully knocks down rodent
forms of BAI1 but does not affect human BAI1, allowing for knock down
(Kd)-rescue experiments. A pSuper-shRNA construct against NRLN1
(5�-GGAAGGTACTGGAAATCTA-3�) was designed based on a shRNA
sequence reported by Chih et al. (2005). All constructs used were se-
quence verified.

Cell culture and transfections. Dissociated hippocampal neurons were
prepared from embryonic (E)19 Long–Evans rats of either sex and cul-
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tured in 24-well plates at a density of 100,000 –120,000 cells/well, as
described previously (Tolias et al., 2005; Duman et al., 2013). Each well
contained a single nitric acid-washed glass coverslip coated with 20
�g/ml poly-D-lysine and 3 �g/ml laminin. Neurons were grown in Neu-
robasal medium (Invitrogen) supplemented with B27 (Invitrogen), 2 mM

glutamine, and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin. For HEK293T cells,
media consisted of DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 100 U/ml
penicillin/streptomycin. For COS7 cells, media contained DMEM sup-
plemented with HyClone FetalClone-3 (GE Healthcare, SH30109), 2 mM

glutamine, and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin. Both HEK293T cells
and COS7 cells were cultured on poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips
for immunostaining. For transfections, 6 – 8 days in vitro (DIV) hip-
pocampal neurons and HEK293T cells were transfected using a calcium
phosphate method, as previously described (Tolias et al., 2005; Duman et
al., 2013). COS7 cells used in the mixed-culture assays were transfected
using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).

Biochemistry. Cells were lysed in NP40 lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5,
150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0, 5% glycerol) with 1 mM

DTT, Complete protease inhibitor mixture (Roche), 10 mM NaF, 1 mM

NaVO3, and 10 mM �-glycerophosphate. For coimmunoprecipitation,
HEK293T cells were transfected with cDNA expression vectors for pro-
teins of interest. Cells were lysed using NP40 lysis buffer 48 h after trans-
fection, and then cleared lysate was incubated with antibodies for 2 h at
4°C. Following incubation, protein G beads (Pierce) were added and
incubated at 4°C for another 2 h. Beads were spun down and washed
twice with RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40,
0.5% DOC, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA), and then immunoprecipitated
proteins were subjected to SDS-PAGE, transferred to Immobilon-P
(Millipore) PVDF membranes, and analyzed by WB using standard tech-
niques. All WBs were visualized on an ImageQuant LAS4000 (GE Life-
sciences) or a Li-Cor Odyssey Fc.

Immunocytochemistry and microscopy. Cell cultures were fixed with 4%
PFA/sucrose solution and washed with PBS. Antibodies against PSD-95
were applied in PBS containing 0.24% gelatin and 0.72% Triton X-100.
All other antibodies were applied in PBS containing 5% goat serum, 2%
BSA, and 0.1% Triton X-100. Postfixation and staining, cells were
mounted using the aqueous mounting solution FluorSave (EMD Milli-
pore 345789). Confocal images for Figures 1–5, and 8 were collected on a
Zeiss LM 780 confocal microscope with a 63� oil-immersion objective.
For all cultured neuron experiments, 0.4 – 0.45 �m intervals were used
for z stacks. For tissue culture cells, single confocal images were collected
where cells contact the glass coverslips. Confocal images for Figure 6 were
collected on a Leica TCS SP2 confocal microscope with a 63� oil-
immersion objective. z-stack intervals were taken 0.2 �m between im-
ages. All microscopy images were blinded before collection and were not
unblinded until analysis was complete. After setting image collection
gain levels from control slide before blinding, all images were collected
with only EGFP visible to the experimenter. Images collected before
blinding were discarded and not included in analysis. In rescue and over-
expression experiments (see Figs. 2, 3, 9), neurons that did not match
predefined expression levels (e.g., rescue construct did not express or
expressed too much, overexpression levels were too low or too high) were
collected due to blinding but were then excluded from the data pool.
Unless otherwise noted, all cells were transfected with EGFP to fill and
mark cells that had been successfully transfected. For images with mul-
tiple channels, EGFP signal was used as a mask to exclude staining from
nontransfected cells.

In utero electroporation and in vivo experiments. In utero electropora-
tion was performed according to protocols described previously (Hed-
strom et al., 2007). pSuper (control) vector or pSuper-shRNA plasmids
were injected along with pCx-EGFP into E14 ICR mouse embryos of
either sex (Charles River). Pups were born and then euthanized at post-
natal day (P)21. Their brains were dissected and fixed at 4°C with 4% PFA
for 1 h on ice, and then equilibrated in ice-cold 20% sucrose (w/v). For
staining, 30 �m coronal sections were sectioned on a cryotome (Thermo
Fisher Scientific CryoStar NX70). Sections were stained in PBS with 0.3%
Triton X-100 and 5% BSA for 2–3 d with BAI1 antibodies and then
mouse-anti-rabbit secondary antibodies for 1 d. Sections were imaged

using a confocal microscope as above (Carl Zeiss), with 0.10 – 0.12 �m
between z-sections.

Mixed-culture assays. Mixed-culture assays were performed as de-
scribed previously (Biederer and Scheiffele, 2007). Dissociated hip-
pocampal cultures were prepared as noted above. COS7 cells were
transfected with EGFP and either N-cadherin (negative control), NRLN1
(positive control), BAI1, or B1�N. One day after transfection, the COS7
cells were trypsinized and seeded at a density of 30 � 10 3 cells/well onto
5 or 9 DIV hippocampal cultures for analysis at 6 or 10 DIV, respectively.
Cells were fixed in 4% PFA and stained with anti-vGluT1 antibodies to
mark presynaptic clusters and anti-Tau1 antibodies to mark axons. Mean
intensity and size of individual v-Glut1 puncta overlapping EGFP-
marked cells were also analyzed for each experimental condition as a
control for comparing puncta across different conditions. Additional
experiments were performed to verify surface expression of proteins of
interest.

Cell– cell trans-adhesion assay. Cell– cell adhesion assays were per-
formed as described previously (Woo et al., 2009). COS7 cells were trans-
fected with either EGFP or mRuby2 in combination with NRLN1,
Neurexin-1� (NRXN1), or BAI1. After 48 h, cells were trypsinized. The
trypsin was inactivated using DMEM containing Fetal Clone III (GE
Healthcare) and spun down at 1000 rpm for 5 min. Cells were resus-
pended in serum-free DMEM buffered using 0.1 M HEPES, pH 7.0, and
allowed to recover while rotating at room temperature for 1 h. After the
incubation, equal volumes of cells expressing different surface proteins of
interest were mixed in different combinations and allowed to rotate at
room temperature for 30 min. The mixed cell solutions were transferred
to individual wells of a 24-well tissue culture plate (Corning Costar
3524). z-stacked images were taken at 10� on an Axio Observer.Z1 (Carl
Zeiss), and cell aggregates were quantified from single z-stack frames as
being groups of four or more clustered cells that contained at least one
red and one green cell.

BAI1 Stachel peptide experiments. The Stachel peptide for BAI1 was
designed according to Liebscher et al. (2014), using a peptide sequence
similar to that used previously (Kishore et al., 2016). The active BAI1
Stachel peptide (STFAILAQLSADANMEKAT) and the scramble con-
trol peptide (ATLAMDSATNAIQSAELFK) were synthesized by Bio-
matik. Hippocampal neurons in 24-well plates were treated with 600
�M active or scrambled Stachel peptides in 37°C prewarmed 1.5�
ACSF (119 mM NaCl, 26.2 mM NaHCO3, 2.5 mM KCl, 1 mM NaH2PO4,
1.3 mM MgCl2, and 10 mM glucose) for 1 h before fixation for IF or
lysis for immunoprecipitation.

Live imaging of neurons and Förster-resonance energy transfer (FRET).
To measure Rac1 activation in live neurons in response to the Stachel
peptide, 6 DIV dissociated rat hippocampal neurons were transfected
with YFP, the RaichuEV-Rac1 probe, and either empty pSuper vector or
shRNA against BAI1. At 13–14 DIV, neurons were transitioned from
cultured media to ACSF. Neurons expressing low to moderate levels of
RaichuEV-Rac1 were imaged using an epifluorescent microscope (Carl
Zeiss) at 37°C to establish baseline levels before peptide treatment. FRET
images were collected using the following settings: FRET, excitation 458
nm, emission 530 – 600 nm; CFP, excitation 458 nm, emission 470 –500
nm; YFP, excitation 514 nm, emission 530 –500 nm. Neurons were then
treated with 600 �M active or scrambled BAI1 Stachel peptide in ACSF for
1 h as described above. The same neurons were then imaged using the
epifluorescent microscope (Carl Zeiss) to collect final values after treat-
ment. Cross-sectional surface area of spines was also analyzed for each
time point for each neuron.

Data analysis. All measurements of spines in 3D confocal z-stack im-
ages were analyzed using Imaris (Bitplane Scientific). EGFP-expressing
neurons were used for all analyses. Spines were modeled by the AutoPath
tracing function in Imaris for all parameters. Spine and synapse data were
collected in a blinded fashion from only secondary or tertiary segments of
dendrites (�100 �m per neuron). The colocalization plugin with the
Pearson colocalization coefficient was used to analyze all overlap be-
tween fluorescent signals. Excitatory synapses were analyzed using the
colocalization plugin of Imaris assessing the overlap between the vGluT1
(presynaptic marker) and the PSD-95 (postsynaptic marker) signals. Re-
sultant colocalized puncta were quantified using the Spots function in
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Imaris. To enhance visualization and quantification of synapses on
EGFP-expressing transfected neurons, we used the EGFP signal to mask
vGluT1 and PSD-95 signals from nontransfected neurons. Signal inten-
sity in each biological replicate was held consistent for quantification of
excitatory synapse puncta. Pixel-by-pixel FRET was calculated using Pix-
FRET (Feige et al., 2005) from National Institutes of Health ImageJ. We
corrected the FRET and donor images for spectral crossover and direct
excitation of the acceptor and then did pixel-by-pixel ratios of the accep-
tor emission to the donor emission. This corrects for differences in probe
expression between different neurons.

Statistical tests and experimental design. All sample sizes and experi-
mental design were based on previous published data from our labora-
tory, similar experiments, and standards in the field. All imaging and
quantitative analyses were performed double-blinded. All data were plot-
ted using Microsoft Excel, and data indicated on all graphs are mean �
SEM. All statistical analyses were performed using Microsoft Excel (un-
paired Student’s t test between two factors), Minitab 18.1 or Kaleida-
graph 4.5 (one-way and two-way ANOVAs with Tukey Correction for
multiple pairwise comparisons). The threshold for statistical significance
was defined using p values at 95% two-tailed confidence ( p 	 0.05).

Pairwise comparison statistics
Pairwise t test t values for Figure 6H were as follows: N-cad-Vec: t 

�1.13, p 
 0.789; B1-Vec: t 
 3.26, p 
 0.021; B1�N-Vec: t 
 0.15, p 

1.000; N1-Vec: t 
 9.89, p 
 0.000; B1-N-cad: t 
 3.44, p 
 0.013;
B1�N-N-cad: t 
 1.20, p 
 0.751; N1-N-cad: t 
 8.12, p 
 0.000;

B1AN-B1: t 
 �2.90, p 
 0.049; N1-B1: t 
 6.63, p 
 0.000; N1-B1AN:
t 
 9.10, p 
 0.000. Individual confidence level 
 99.32%.

Pairwise t test t values for Figure 6I were as follows: N-cad-Vec: t 

�0.01, p 
 1.000; B1-Vec: t 
 3.99, p 
 0.001; B1�N-Vec: t 
 �0.20,
p 
 1.000; N1-Vec: t 
 7.69, p 
 0.000; B1-N-cad: t 
 3.08, p 
 0.024;
B1�N-N-cad: t 
 �0.17, p 
 1.000; N1-N-cad: t 
 5.90, p 
 0.000;
B1AN-B1: t 
 �3.88, p 
 0.002; N1-B1: t 
 3.59, p 
 0.005; N1-B1AN:
t 
 7.28, p 
 0.000. Individual confidence level 
 99.35%.

Results
BAI1 functions in vivo in a cell-autonomous manner to
promote spinogenesis in hippocampal pyramidal neurons
BAI1 is a PSD-enriched A-GPCR that has recently emerged as a
critical regulator of spine and excitatory synapse development
(Duman et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2015). In situ hybridization data
suggest that BAI1 is highly expressed in the mouse brain through-
out the cortex and hippocampus (Fig. 1A). To determine whether
BAI1 functions cell-autonomously to promote spinogenesis in
the hippocampus, we sparsely knocked down BAI1 expression in
vivo by introducing a BAI1-directed shRNA (Duman et al., 2013)
and EGFP into the forebrain of embryonic day (E)14 mouse em-
bryos using in utero electroporation. EGFP not only marks the
transfected neurons, but also enables visualization of their mor-
phology. Evaluation of postnatal day (P)21 mice revealed clear

Figure 1. BAI1 is required in vivo for proper hippocampal pyramidal neuron spinogenesis. A, Top, Representative in situ hybridization image showing expression of BAI1 mRNA in a sagittal section
of an adult mouse brain. Bottom, Intensity-coded summary image displaying low (blue) to high (red) BAI1 expression. Expression of BAI1 is high in the hippocampus and throughout the cortex.
Images courtesy of the Allen Brain Atlas. Scale bar, 1 mm. B, Representative images of hippocampal pyramidal neurons from a P21 mouse that underwent in utero electroporation of a BAI1-directed
shRNA and EGFP on E14. At P21, transfected pyramidal neurons (green) show a lack of BAI1 staining (red) relative to neighboring untransfected neurons. Scale bar, 10 �m. C, Quantification of BAI1
knock down (Kd) using fluorescence intensity. BAI1 staining is dramatically reduced in EGFP-positive neurons expressing BAI1 shRNAs (Kd) compared with untransfected neighboring neurons (Vec)
( p 
 0.00013, unpaired t test). D, Representative images of secondary dendrites from hippocampal pyramidal neurons near the border between CA1 and the subiculum from mice treated as in A,
expressing EGFP with empty vector (Vec) or shRNA against BAI1 (Kd). Scale bar, 5 �m. E–G, Quantification of spine density (E), spine length (F ), and spine maximum diameter (G). BAI1 Kd reduced
spine density by 50% ( p 
 0.00026, unpaired t test), increased spine length ( p 
 0.00235, unpaired t test), and decreased spine head size ( p 
 0.03029, unpaired t test). All imaging and
quantification were performed blinded to condition. N 
 3–5 mice; n 
 19 or 20 neurons per condition. Data are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01, ***p 	 0.001.
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EGFP expression in hippocampal pyramidal neurons near the
border between CA1 and the dorsal subiculum. BAI1 knock
down (Kd) was confirmed in these mice through immunohisto-
chemistry, where a significant reduction in BAI1 levels was ob-
served in EGFP-positive hippocampal pyramidal neurons
expressing BAI1 shRNAs compared with adjacent untransfected
neurons (Fig. 1B,C; Control: 1.000 � 0.091; BAI1 Kd: 0.038 �
0.046; p 
 0.00013, unpaired t test; N 
 3–5; n 
 19 or 20). Sparse
BAI1 Kd decreased spine density in hippocampal pyramidal neu-
rons by 50% (Fig. 1D,E; p 
 0.00026, t 
 3.9575), increased spine
length (Fig. 1D,F; p 
 0.00235, t 
 3.2730), and reduced spine
head size (Fig. 1D,G; p 
 0.03029, t 
 2.2580), all relative to
EGFP-positive neurons expressing an shRNA control vector. A
comparable decrease in spine density was observed when only
basal dendrites were considered (Control: 1.074 � 0.146; BAI1
Kd: 0.549 � 0.109; p 
 0.0051, unpaired t test). These spine
alterations are similar in type and magnitude to those caused by
sparse BAI1 Kd both in vivo in pyramidal neurons of the cingulate
and somatosensory cortices and in vitro in cultured hippocampal
neurons (Duman et al., 2013), suggesting that BAI1 promotes
spine development in the hippocampus in a cell-autonomous
manner.

The prospinogenic and prosynaptogenic functions of BAI1
require its extracellular NTS
Like all A-GPCRs, BAI1 possesses a long extracellular NTS with a
variety of adhesion domains and motifs, including an RGD motif
(RGD), five TSRs, a hormone binding domain, and a GAIN do-
main typical of A-GPCRs (Duman et al., 2016) (Figure 2A). The
function of this NTS at synapses is not known. While BAI1 pro-
motes the formation and growth of spines and excitatory syn-
apses through the synaptic recruitment of the Par3/Tiam1
polarity complex (Duman et al., 2013) and the stabilization of
PDS-95 (Zhu et al., 2015), it is not clear whether these functions
are regulated in response to extracellular cues through trans-
membrane signaling, and no synaptic ligands have yet been iden-
tified for BAI1. To determine whether BAI1’s extracellular NTS is
necessary for its prosynaptogenic and prospinogenic functions,
we generated a BAI1 N-terminal deletion mutant (B1�N). B1�N
lacks amino acids 125– 880, retaining BAI1’s N-terminal signal
peptide (amino acids 1–30), but removing all known signaling
domains and motifs present N-terminal to the cleavage site on
the GAIN domain (i.e., the NTS; Fig. 2A) (Arac et al., 2012).
Using a C-terminal-directed polyclonal BAI1 antibody (Duman
et al., 2013), we confirmed expression of B1�N by WB (Fig. 2B)
and immunofluorescence (Fig. 2C). As predicted, the molecular
weight of the B1�N mutant was �90 kDa (828 amino acids) (Fig.
2B). Using a cell-surface immunostaining protocol on nonper-
meabilized cells (i.e., cells fixed in the absence of 0.1% Triton-
X), we also verified that Flag-tagged BAI1 and B1�N were
both expressed at the cell surface (Fig. 2 A, C). Thus, the ab-
sence of the NTS does not prevent B1�N from localizing to the
plasma membrane.

To assess the function of BAI1’s NTS in spinogenesis, we next
tested the ability of B1�N to rescue the defects in spine develop-
ment arising from BAI1 Kd. Dissociated hippocampal neurons
cultured for 6 – 8 days in vitro (DIV) were transfected with EGFP
with or without BAI1-directed shRNA in combination with
empty control vector (Vec), shRNA-resistant BAI1 (B1), or
B1�N. On DIV 21, neurons were fixed and analyzed for BAI1
staining and spine morphology. Compared with control neurons
(Vec), BAI1 Kd neurons (B1 Kd�Vec) exhibited a robust loss of
BAI1 (Fig. 2D), a decrease in spine density (Fig. 2D,E; p 	 0.001,

t 
 �4.05; p 	 0.001, F(3,210) 
 9.5, one-way ANOVA), an in-
crease in spine length (p 
 0.044, t 
 2.64; F(3,183) 
 6.65, one-
way ANOVA), and a reduction in spine head size (p 
 0.036, t 

�2.72; F(3,153) 
 7.01, one-way ANOVA) (Fig. 2D,F,G), similar
to that observed in vivo. Whereas full-length BAI1 effectively res-
cued all of these spine phenotypes (Fig. 2D–G; density, p 
 0.794,
t 
 �0.92; length, p � 0.999, t 
 �0.08; maximum diameter, p 

0.914, t 
 0.65), B1�N failed to rescue, with all measured spine
parameters remaining statistically indistinguishable from those
in BAI1 Kd neurons (Fig. 2D–G; p � 0.999, density, t 
 �0.02;
length, p 
 0.887, t 
 0.72; maximum diameter, p 
 0.994, t 

�0.26) despite similar levels of full-length BAI1 and B1�N ex-
pression in dendrites (Fig. 2D).

To determine the function of BAI1’s NTS in excitatory synap-
togenesis, we also quantified the ability of B1�N to rescue excit-
atory synapse loss caused by BAI1 Kd (Duman et al., 2013).
Synapses were identified by immunostaining the presynaptic
marker vesicular glutamate transporter 1 (vGluT1) and the post-
synaptic marker PSD-95 and detecting the overlap between these
signals. Consistent with our previous results, we found that BAI1
Kd decreased excitatory synapse density (p 
 0.027, t 
 �2.86;
p 	 0.001, F(3,84) 
 6.72, one-way ANOVA), which was rescued
by RNAi-resistant BAI1 (Fig. 3A,B; p 
 0.982, t 
 0.37) (Duman
et al., 2013). In contrast, B1�N failed to rescue synaptic density
(Fig. 3A,B; p � 0.999, t 
 �0.03). Together, these data suggest
that the NTS of BAI1 is essential for its ability to promote both
spinogenesis and excitatory synaptogenesis.

Activation of BAI1 by its Stachel sequence promotes spine
and synapse development via Rac1 activation
As BAI1’s NTS is required for spinogenesis and synaptogenesis
(Figs. 2, 3), we surmised that it contains binding domains
through which BAI1 responds to signals. However, to date, there
are no verified synaptic BAI1 ligands. Therefore, we used an al-
ternative strategy to manipulate BAI1 activation and determine
how signal transduction through BAI1 might affect spine and
synapse development. Since Liebscher et al. (2014) first reported
activation of A-GPCRs via cryptic Stachel autoagonists, this
mechanism has proven to be a powerful and generally applicable
means to activate A-GPCR-dependent signaling independent of
exogenous ligands. Stachel peptides occur in almost all A-GPCRs
and share a stereotypical sequence motif (Fig. 4A) (Liebscher et
al., 2014). They reside just C-terminal of the GPS cut site within
an A-GPCR’s GAIN domain. Current models posit that struc-
tural changes induced by ligand binding “unmask” the Stachel
sequence, allowing it to bind the GPCR moiety of the A-GPCR
and activate it. Moreover, peptide mimics of Stachel sequences can
activate A-GPCR signaling with varying degrees of specificity (Lieb-
scher et al., 2014; Demberg et al., 2017). BAI1’s GAIN domain con-
tains a Stachel sequence conforming to the motif identified by
Liebscher et al. (2014) and others. Therefore, to test the conse-
quences of BAI1 activation on spinogenesis, we designed a Stachel
peptide for BAI1 according to the parameters reported for other
A-GPCRs with verified Stachel signaling. The BAI1-Stachel active
peptide is 19 amino acids long (Act; STFAILAQLSADANMEKAT)
and was optimized considering solubility, length, and positional de-
sign as determined empirically by Liebscher et al. (2014) (Fig. 4A).
Notably, the conserved phenylalanine (F) and leucine (L) residues in
the BAI1-Stachel sequence align with established Stachel sequences
from other A-GPCRs, such as GPR56, GPR126, and GPR133 (Fig.
4A) (Liebscher et al., 2014; Stoveken et al., 2015).

To assess the effects of Stachel-induced BAI1 activation on
spinogenesis, we incubated developing 15 DIV GFP-expressing
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Figure 2. The extracellular NTS of BAI1 is essential for its prospinogenic function. A, Schematic of full-length BAI1 and the B1�N construct. B1�N was constructed by removing the N-terminal
amino acids 125– 880 of BAI1 but keeping its signal peptide (SP) (amino acids 1–30). BAI1 contains numerous signaling domains, including an RGD motif, 5 TSRs, a hormone binding domain (HBD),
a G protein proteolysis site (GPS) contained in a GAIN domain, a characteristic GPCR seven-transmembrane domain (7TM), a proline-rich domain (PRR), a helical domain (HD), and a PDZ-binding
domain (PBD). A Flag tag and an mRuby2 (mR) fluorescent protein were also added in between the RGD motif and the first TSR for use in only the surface expression experiment (C). B, WB analysis
of the following: Top, The 21 DIV hippocampal neuronal lysate. BAI1 appears as a characteristic double band indicating full-length BAI1 and BAI1 truncated by MMP-14 (Cork et al., 2012). Bottom,
Whole-cell lysates from HEK 293T cells expressing full-length BAI1 or the B1�N mutant. B1�N runs at the predicted molecular weight of 80 –90 kDa (828 amino acids). C, Immunostaining of COS-7
cells expressing N-terminally Flag-tagged BAI1 constructs. Nonpermeabilized (Non-Perm) and permeabilized (Perm) COS-7 cells expressing full-length BAI1 or B1�N were probed after fixation with
antibodies against Flag or BAI1 (targeting the cytoplasmic region of BAI1). Surface staining of both BAI1 constructs can be seen in the nonpermeabilized cells using the anti-flag antibodies. Scale bar,
5 �m. D, Representative images of secondary dendrites from 21 DIV rat hippocampal neurons used in BAI1 Kd-rescue experiments to assess the requirement for BAI1’s extracellular NTS in
spinogenesis. Hippocampal neurons expressing EGFP and either pSuper control vector (Vec) or BAI1-directed shRNA (B1 Kd) along with empty expression vector, full-length shRNA-resistant BAI1
(B1), or B1�N. Neurons were stained for BAI1 to confirm rescue expression levels of BAI1 constructs match that of endogenous BAI1. Scale bar, 5 �m. E–G, Quantification of dendritic spine density
(E) ( p 	 0.001, F(3,210) 
 9.5, one-way ANOVA), spine length (F ) ( p 	 0.001, F(3,183) 
 6.65, one-way ANOVA), and spine maximum diameter (G) ( p 	 0.001, F(3,153) 
 7.01, one-way ANOVA).
N 
 9 independent culture preparations; n 
 45– 67 neurons per condition. Full-length BAI1 effectively rescued all of the spine phenotypes seen in BAI1 Kd neurons (density pairwise vs WT, p 

0.794, t 
 �0.92; length pairwise vs WT, p � 0.999, t 
 �0.08; maximum diameter pairwise vs WT, p 
 0.914, t 
 0.65; Tukey post hoc correction), whereas B1�N (Figure legend continues.)
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hippocampal neurons with the BAI1-Stachel active (Act) peptide
for 1 h. This brief BAI1-Stachel treatment significantly increased
spine density compared with treatment with a scrambled control
peptide (Scr; ATLAMDSATNAIQSAELFK) (Fig. 4B,C; p 

0.021, t 
 2.93). Importantly, the BAI1-Stachel-induced increase
in spine density was ablated in BAI1 Kd neurons (p 
 0.745, t 

�1.01), suggesting that this effect is BAI1-dependent (Fig. 4B,C;
p 	 0.001, F(1,98) 
 43.12 for B1 Kd only, p 
 0.138, F(1,98) 
 2.24
for Stachel only, p 
 0.005, F(1,98) 
 8.12 for interaction, two-way
ANOVA). Unlike spine density, the BAI1-Stachel peptide had no
effect on spine length (p 
 0.999, t 
 0.12, Scr vs Act; p 
 0.585,
t 
 1.27, B1 Kd Scr vs Act), suggesting that Stachel-dependent
mechanisms account for only part of BAI1’s prospinogenic prop-
erties (Fig. 4D; p 	 0.001, F(1,97) 
 23.91 for B1 Kd only, p 
 0.35,
F(1,97) 
 0.88 for Stachel only, two-way ANOVA). Concurrently
with its effects on spine density, treatment of 15 DIV hippocam-
pal neurons with the BAI1-Stachel peptide significantly increased
excitatory synapse density, and this effect was also dependent on
the presence of BAI1 (Fig. 4E,F; Scr vs Act, p 
 0.009, t 
 3.27; B1
Kd Scr vs Act, p 
 0.981, t 
 �0.38; p 	 0.001, F(1,64) 
 19.5918
for B1 Kd only, p 
 0.0456, F(1,64) 
 4.1537 for Stachel only, p 


0.01215, F(1,64) 
 6.663 for interaction, two-way ANOVA). To-
gether, these results suggest that Stachel-induced BAI1 activation
elicits spinogenesis and excitatory synaptogenesis in developing
hippocampal neurons.

Our previous investigation established the Rac1 GTPase as a
key mediator of BAI1-dependent spine and synapse development
(Duman et al., 2013). We thus hypothesized that the BAI1-
Stachel-induced increase in spine/synapse density is driven by
Rac1 activation. To test this hypothesis, we measured Rac1 activ-
ity in live neurons in response to stimulation with the BAI1-
Stachel active peptide using the RaichuEV-Rac1 probe, a FRET
biosensor of Rac1 activation (Komatsu et al., 2011). In 13–14 DIV
hippocampal neurons, we detected an increase in Rac1 activation
after a 1 h treatment with the BAI1-Stachel peptide (p 

0.000167) that was not detected in response to treatment with the
scrambled control peptide (Fig. 5A,B; p � 0.05, F 
 1.46 for B1
Kd only, p 	 0.001, F 
 13.82 for Stachel only with p 	 0.001, F 

12.065 for interaction, two-way ANOVA). Moreover, Rac1 activ-
ity was not changed by treatment with either the BAI1-Stachel or
the scrambled control peptide in BAI1 Kd neurons (p 
 0.9991),
suggesting that, similar to its effects on spines and synapses,
Stachel-induced Rac1 activation is BAI1-dependent (Fig. 5A,B).
Consistent with the known spinogenic effects of activated Rac1
(Govek et al., 2005), longitudinal tracking of dendritic spine head
size in these experiments also revealed a BAI1-Stachel-induced
increase in spine size in control neurons that was not seen with
the scrambled peptide or in BAI1 Kd neurons (Fig. 5C; pairwise

4

(Figure legend continued.) was unsuccessful at rescuing BAI1 Kd neuron spine deficits (den-
sity pairwise vs WT, p 	 0.001, t 
 �4.03; length pairwise vs WT, p 
 0.003, t 
 3.5;
maximum diameter pairwise vs WT, p 
 0.023, t 
 �2.88; Tukey post hoc correction). Data
are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01, ***p 	 0.001.

Figure 3. BAI1 requires its extracellular NTS for its prosynaptogenic function. A, Representative images from BAI1 Kd-rescue experiments analyzing the function of BAI1’s N terminus in
BAI1-mediated synaptogenesis. The 21 DIV hippocampal neurons expressing EGFP and either pSuper vector (Vec) or BAI1 shRNA (B1 Kd) along with control vector, B1, or B1�N were stained for the
presynaptic marker vGluT1 and the postsynaptic marker PSD-95. Overlapping vGluT1/PSD-95 staining (represented as white on the overlay panels in the fourth column), determined using Pearson’s
correlation (Imaris), was used to mark excitatory synapses on EGFP-expressing neurons. Scale bar, 5 �m. B, Quantification of excitatory synapse density. Full-length shRNA-resistant BAI1 transfected
between 6 and 8 DIV successfully rescued the synapse density defect seen in 21 DIV BAI1 Kd neurons, whereas the B1�N mutant did not rescue (pairwise p 
 0.004 vs Kd, p 
 0.006 vs B1�N rescue,
p 
 0.982 vs B1 rescue, Tukey post hoc correction; p 	 0.001, F(3,84) 
 6.72, one-way ANOVA; N 
 4 independent experiments; n 
 18 –29 neurons). Data are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05,
**p 	 0.01.
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Act vs Scr, p 
 0.006; pairwise Act vs Kd Scr, p 
 0.029). Notably,
the BAI1-Stachel peptide was unable to increase spine density or
Rac1 activation in mature 22 DIV hippocampal neurons (Fig.
5D–G), suggesting the presence of a critical window for its effects
on these processes. Together, these results indicate that Stachel-
induced BAI1 activation during development drives Rac1-
mediated spinogenesis.

BAI1 induces clustering of the presynaptic protein vGluT1 via
trans-synaptic signaling
The postsynaptic localization of BAI1 coupled with its multido-
main N-terminal extracellular segment suggests that, in addition
to mediating postsynaptic development (Duman et al., 2013; Zhu
et al., 2015) (Figs. 1–5), BAI1 may interact with binding partners
in the synaptic cleft and induce reverse trans-synaptic signaling

Figure 4. BAI1-Stachel-derived peptide promotes spinogenesis and synaptogenesis in developing 15 DIV hippocampal neurons. A, BAI1 Stachel sequence and alignment compared with
empirically tested Stachel sequences for other A-GPCRs. Red highlighted letters on left indicate BAI1 Stachel sequence, whereas capital letters on right indicate key Stachel residues from Liebscher
et al. (2014). Red highlighted letters on right indicate conserved or similar key residues in the indicated A-GPCR Stachel sequences. B, Hippocampal neurons were transfected with EGFP and pSuper
control vector or BAI1-directed shRNA (BAI1 Kd) at 6 – 8 DIV, and then on 15 DIV, neurons were treated with either active BAI1-Stachel peptide (Act) or scrambled peptide (Scr) for 1 h. Cells were then
fixed and imaged, and spines on secondary dendrites (shown in representative images) were subjected to morphometric analysis (N 
 3 experiments; n 
 23–28 neurons each condition). Scale
bar, 5 �m. C, D, Quantification of 15 DIV hippocampal neuron (C) spine density and (D) spine length. Treatment of control neurons with BAI1-Stachel peptide (Act), but not scrambled peptide (Scr),
increased spine density ( p 
 0.021, t 
 2.93, two-way ANOVA with Tukey post hoc correction). This Stachel-induced increase was ablated by BAI1 Kd ( p 
 0.745, t 
�1.01, two-way ANOVA with
Tukey post hoc correction), suggesting BAI1 dependence. E, Hippocampal neurons from B were fixed and stained for the presynaptic marker vGluT1 and the postsynaptic marker PSD-95, and
overlapping vGluT1/PSD-95 puncta (shown in white in the fourth column) were used to quantify excitatory synapse density on transfected cells. Shown are representative secondary dendrites used
for quantification. Scale bar, 5 �m. F, Quantification of excitatory synapse density on 15 DIV hippocampal neurons treated with BAI1-Stachel (Act) or Scrambled (Scr) peptide. Similar to spine density,
the BAI1-Stachel peptide increased excitatory synapse density, but this effect was ablated by BAI1 Kd (Scr vs Act, p 
 0.009, t 
 3.27; Kd Scr vs Act, p 
 0.981, t 
 �0.38; p 	 0.001, F(1,64) 

19.5918 for Kd only; p 
 0.0456, F(1,64) 
 4.1537 for Stachel only; p 
 0.01215, F(1,64) 
 6.663 for Kd-Stachel interaction, two-way ANOVA; N 
 3 experiments; n 
 17 neurons each condition).
Data are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01, ***p 	 0.001. Not significant ( p � 0.05).
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Figure 5. BAI1-Stachel treatment of 15, but not 22, DIV hippocampal neurons increases Rac1 activation in dendritic spines. A, Representative images showing the effects of BAI1-Stachel treatment on Rac1
activation. Rac1 activity was measured in live 14 DIV rat hippocampal neurons expressing the RaichuEV-Rac1 FRET probe. Neurons were imaged before and after a 1 h treatment with the BAI1-Stachel (Active)
orScrambledpeptide.SecondarydendriteswerevisualizedbydirectexcitationoftheYFPacceptor(YFP),andRac1activitywasmeasuredusingFRETnormalizedtotheexpressionleveloftheRaichuEV-Rac1probe
(FRET). Rac1 activity level was color-coded using the scale (bottom right corner) with white representing higher activation and black representing lower activation. Scale bar, 5 �m. B, Quantification of change
inRac1activation.TheBAI1-StachelpeptideincreasedRac1activationin14DIVcontrolneurons,butnotinBAI1Kdneurons(pairwiseScrvsAct,p
0.000167;pairwiseKdScrvsAct,p�0.05,F
1.46forshRNA
only; p 	 0.001, F 
 13.82 for Stachel only; with p 	 0.001, F 
 12.065 for interaction, two-way ANOVA; N 
 6 experiments; n 
 5–7 neurons each; 50 – 60 spines each). C, Quantification of change in
cross-sectional spine head area. BAI1-Stachel increased the cross-sectional area of spines in control neurons, but this effect was dependent on BAI1 (pairwise Scr vs Act, p 
 0.006; pairwise Act vs Kd Scr, p 

0.029; N
6 experiments; n
5–7 neurons each; 50 –53 spines each). D, The 22 DIV hippocampal neurons transfected, as in Figure 4B, were treated with the BAI1-Stachel (Act) or scrambled (Scr) peptide for
1 h, and then fixed, imaged, and analyzed as in Figure 4B (N
3 independent experiments; n
15–27 neurons each). Scale bar, 5�m. E, F, Quantification of 22 DIV hippocampal neuron (E) spine density and
(F) spine length. As expected, BAI1 Kd reduced spine density and increased spine length. However, at this age, peptide treatment did not affect either parameter. G, The 22 DIV hippocampal neurons transfected
as in A. Rac1 activity was measured in live 14 DIV rat hippocampal neurons expressing the RaichuEV-Rac1 FRET probe. Neurons were imaged before and after a 1 h treatment with the BAI1-Stachel (Active) or
Scrambled peptide. Secondary dendrites were visualized by direct excitation of the YFP acceptor (YFP), and Rac1 activity was measured using FRET normalized to the expression level of the RaichuEV-Rac1 probe
(FRET). Quantification of changes in Rac1 activation is shown. BAI1-Stachel did not increase Rac1 activation in control neurons, and also not in BAI1 Kd neurons (pairwise Scr vs Act, p 
 0.0000209; pairwise Kd
Scr vs Act, p
0.265; F
4.30, p
0.04 for shRNA only; F
20.91, p
0.00001 for Stachel only; with F
21.41, p
0.00001 for interaction, two-way ANOVA; N
5 experiments; n
5–7 neurons each
experiment; 20 spines each neuron). ***Significant difference compared with all other conditions ( p 	 0.001). Data are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01, ***p 	 0.001. Not significant ( p � 0.05).
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Figure 6. BAI1 induces clustering of the presynaptic protein vGluT1. A, Representative images of a 6 DIV mixed-culture assay showing COS7 cells expressing EGFP and control vector, BAI1, or
NRLN1 cocultured with 6 DIV hippocampal neurons. Transfected COS7 cells were layered on 5 DIV neurons, and the next day the cultures were fixed and stained for the axon marker Tau1 (red) and
the presynaptic marker vGluT1 (blue). Axons contacting EGFP-expressing COS7 (E�V Co-Loc) were assayed for the presence of clustered vGluT1 (blue), indicating presynaptic differentiation. Scale
bar, 5 �m. B, Quantification of 6 DIV mixed-cultures in A to assess the percentage of GFP-expressing COS7 cells colocalized with axons that are positive for vGluT1 clusters. Compared with control
cells (Vec), a higher percentage of both BAI1-expressing (B1) and NRLN1-expressing (N1) COS7 cells contacted axons with vGluT1 clusters (Vec vs B1, p 
 0.002, t 
 4.17; Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 

10.82; p 	 0.001, F(2,15) 
 59.61, one-way ANOVA; N 
 6 experiments; n 
 10 frames each). C, Quantification of 6 DIV mixed-cultures in A to determine the percentage volume of Tau1-stained
axons on GFP-expressing COS7 cells that are positive for vGluT1 clusters. Axons contacting either BAI1-expressing or NRLN1-expressing COS7 cells possessed a higher percentage of vGluT1 clusters
than axons contacting vector-only-expressing cells (Vec vs B1, p 
 0.001, t 
 3.75; Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 
 7.99; p 	 0.001, F(2,53) 
 31.92, one-way ANOVA; N 
 3; n 
 18 or 19 frames each).
D, Representative images of a 10 DIV mixed-culture assay. COS7 cells were transfected as in A but layered on top of 9 DIV neurons, with cultures fixed at 10 DIV. Scale bar, 5 �m. E, Quantification of
10 DIV mixed-cultures in D to assess the percentage of GFP-expressing COS7 cells colocalized with axons that are positive for vGluT1 clusters. Compared with control COS7 cells (Vec), a higher
percentage of BAI1-expressing (B1) and NRLN1-expressing (N1) COS7 cells are associated with axons containing vGluT1 clusters (Vec vs B1, p 
 0.001, t 
 4.91; Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 
 8.25; p 	
0.001, F(2,15) 
 34.45, one-way ANOVA; N 
 6; n 
 10 frames each). F, Quantification of 10 DIV mixed-cultures in D to determine the percentage volume of Tau1-stained axons on GFP-expressing
COS7 cells that are positive for vGluT1 clusters. Axons contacting both BAI1-expressing and NRLN1-expressing COS7 cells have a higher percentage of vGluT1 (Figure legend continues.)
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that enhances presynaptic terminal differentiation. To examine
this possibility, we used a mixed-culture assay system (Biederer
and Scheiffele, 2007). This method involves expressing trans-
membrane proteins in heterologous cells (e.g., COS-7 cells),
coculturing the transfected cells with immature hippocampal
neurons (to minimize endogenous synaptogenesis), and at sites
of contact, assaying the ability of the expressed transmembrane
protein in heterologous cells to induce clustering of presynaptic
proteins (e.g., vGluT1) on contacting axons as a readout of pre-
synaptic differentiation. As a positive control for this assay, we
used NRLN1� (NRLN1), a well-established postsynaptic adhe-
sion protein that robustly promotes both presynaptic and post-
synaptic development of excitatory synapses (Scheiffele et al.,
2000). NRLN1 drives presynaptic differentiation through trans-
synaptic signaling mediated via interaction with the presynaptic
protein NRXN1 (Scheiffele et al., 2000; Chih et al., 2005; Craig
and Kang, 2007; Hu et al., 2015). To assess BAI1’s effects in the
assay, we layered COS-7 cells expressing EGFP in combination
with BAI1, NRLN1, or control vector (pcDNA3.1) on top of 5 or
9 DIV hippocampal neurons. One day later, we fixed and immu-
nostained the cells for the presynaptic marker vGluT1 and the
axonal marker Tau1 (to identify axons). Axons contacting EGFP-
positive COS-7 cells were examined for vGluT1 clustering. At
both time points (6 and 10 DIV), the percentage of EGFP-
positive COS-7 cells associated with axons containing vGluT1
puncta was significantly higher for BAI1-expressing COS-7 cells
than for control cells (Fig. 6A,B; 6 DIV Vec vs B1, p 
 0.002, t 

4.17; 6 DIV Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 
 10.82; p 	 0.001, F(2,15) 

59.61, one-way ANOVA; Fig. 6D,E; 10 DIV Vec vs B1, p 
 0.001,
t 
 4.91; 10 DIV Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 
 8.25; p 	 0.001, F(2,15) 

34.45, one-way ANOVA). Measuring the percentage of vGluT1 clus-
ter staining overlapping Tau1 staining on EGFP-positive cells also
revealed higher values for BAI1-expressing cells relative to control
cells (Fig. 6C; 6 DIV Vec vs B1, p 
 0.001, t 
 3.75; 6 DIV Vec vs N1,
p	0.001, t
7.99; p	0.001, F(2,53) 
31.92, one-way ANOVA; Fig.
6F; 10 DIV Vec vs B1, p 
 0.013, t 
 3.06; 6 DIV Vec vs N1, p 	
0.001, t 
 7.99; p 	 0.001, F(2,27) 
 12.33, one-way ANOVA). These
results indicate that BAI1 induces clustering of the presynaptic pro-
tein vGluT1 in immature axons, suggesting that BAI1 promotes pre-
synaptic differentiation.

To test whether BAI1’s NTS is required for inducing vGluT1
clustering, we compared B1�N with full-length BAI1 in the
mixed-culture assay. Whereas full-length BAI1-expressing cells
stimulated significant vGluT1 clustering on contacting axons,

B1�N-expressing COS7 cells failed to do so (Fig. 6G–I; Fig. 6H:
p 	 0.001, F(4,32) 
 34.90, one-way ANOVA; Fig. 6I: p 	 0.001,
F(4,73) 
 21.58, one-way ANOVA; for pairwise t scores and p
values, see Materials and Methods), suggesting that BAI1’s NTS is
necessary for promoting presynaptic differentiation. To assess
the specificity of BAI1’s effects on vGluT1 clustering, we also
compared BAI1 with N-cadherin, a transmembrane synaptic ad-
hesion protein that does not promote clustering of presynaptic
proteins (Biederer and Scheiffele, 2007; Linhoff et al., 2009). In
contrast to BAI1-expressing cells, N-cadherin-expressing COS-7
cells had no effect on vGluT1 clustering beyond that observed
in vector-only and B1�N-expressing cells (% positive cells
pairwise to vector, p 
 0.789, t 
 �1.13; pairwise to B1�N,
p 
 0.751, t 
 1.20; vGluT1/Tau1 volume pairwise to vector,
p � 0.999, t 
 0.01; pairwise to B1�N, p � 0.999, t 
 �0.17),
confirming the specificity of BAI1’s ability to promote presyn-
aptic specialization (Fig. 6G–I ). Together, these results sug-
gest that BAI1 signals trans-synaptically via its NTS to induce
presynaptic differentiation.

NRLN1 functionally interacts with BAI1 in spines to promote
excitatory synapse growth
The requirement for BAI1’s extracellular NTS in promoting both
presynaptic and postsynaptic development suggests that it inter-
acts with synaptic partners that serve as its ligand, receptor,
and/or coreceptor. Possible synaptic partners of BAI1 include
postsynaptic proteins that have similar functions and potential
BAI1-binding domains. The postsynaptic adhesion molecule
NRLN1 is a particularly strong candidate. NRLN1 is a potent
regulator of excitatory synapse formation, maturation, and func-
tion that has been implicated in neurodevelopmental disorders,
including ASD (Cao and Tabuchi, 2017; Nakanishi et al., 2017).
BAI1 and NRLN1 both promote spinogenesis and synaptogen-
esis (Barrow et al., 2009; Duman et al., 2013, 2016; Hu et al., 2015;
Chanda et al., 2017), and our mixed-culture assay demonstrates
that they also both induce clustering of presynaptic vGluT1 (Fig.
6). BAI1 and NRLN1 also coexpress temporally in the brain, increas-
ing after birth and persisting in adulthood (Song et al., 1999; Koh
et al., 2001). Moreover, BAI1 contains potential NRLN1-binding
domains, including TSRs that are also present in thrombo-
spondin-1, a protein whose interaction with NRLN1 (mediated
by these domains) accelerates excitatory synaptogenesis (Xu et
al., 2010). Thus, we asked whether NRLN1 and BAI1 form a
complex at postsynaptic terminals, and whether this interaction
modulates their functions in the context of spine and synapse
development.

Mild overexpression of BAI1, HA-tagged NRLN1, and EGFP
in cultured hippocampal neurons confirmed that these proteins
colocalize in the heads of dendritic spines (Fig. 7A). To test
whether BAI1 and NRLN1 interact, we used HA antibodies to
immunoprecipitate HA-tagged NRLN1 or its canonical binding
partner NRXN1 (Scheiffele et al., 2000) from HEK293T cells co-
expressing BAI1, and then performed WB analysis to assess
coimmunoprecipitation of BAI1. HA-NRLN1 effectively coim-
munoprecipitated BAI1, but HA-NRXN1 failed to do so (Fig.
7B). Reciprocal immunoprecipitations showed similar results:
BAI1 successfully coimmunoprecipitated HA-NRLN1 but not
HA-NRXN1 (Fig. 7B), suggesting that BAI1 and NRLN1 specifi-
cally interact.

Because NRLN1 does not have an extensive C-terminal seg-
ment and the TSRs of BAI1 are located on its extracellular NTS,
we postulated that BAI1’s NTS alone (also called Vasculostatin;
Fig. 7C) (Kaur et al., 2005) may be sufficient for mediating the

4

(Figure legend continued.) clusters than axons contacting vector-only-expressing COS7 cells
(Vec vs B1, p 
 0.013, t 
 3.06; Vec vs N1, p 	 0.001, t 
 7.99; p 	 0.001, F(2,27) 
 12.33,
one-way ANOVA; N 
 3; n 
 10 frames each). G, Representative images from a 6 DIV mixed-
culture assay as in A, but with two additional conditions (B1�N and N-cadherin) to assess the
specificity of BAI1’s effect on presynaptic vGluT1 clustering. Scale bar, 5 �m. H, Quantification
of 6 DIV mixed-cultures in G, measuring the percentage of GFP-expressing COS7 cells colocalized
with axons positive for vGluT1 clusters. Relative to control (Vec) cells, COS7 cells expressing BAI1
(B1) or NRLN1 (N1) induce significant vGluT1 clustering, whereas COS7 cells expressing
N-cadherin (N-cad) or B1�N do not ( p 	 0.001, F(4,32) 
 34.90, one-way ANOVA; for pairwise
t scores and p values, see Materials and Methods; N 
 9; n 
 10 frames each). Symbols (*, �)
represent significant difference compared with all other conditions. I, Quantification of 6 DIV
mixed-cultures in G, measuring the percentage volume of Tau1 � axons on GFP-expressing
COS7 cells that contain vGluT1 clusters. Axons contacting COS7 cells expressing BAI1 (B1) or
NRLN1 (N1) possess a higher percentage of vGluT1 clusters than axons on COS7 cells expressing
N-cadherin (N-cad), B1�N, or vector ( p	0.001, F(4,73) 
21.58, one-way ANOVA; for pairwise
t scores and p values, see Materials and Methods; N 
 3; n 
 8 –19 frames each). Symbols (*,
�) represent significant difference compared with all other conditions. Data are mean � SEM.
*p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01, ***p 	 0.001. Not significant ( p � 0.05).
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BAI1-NRLN1 interaction. Indeed, coimmunoprecipitation of
Vasculostatin with HA-NRLN1 from HEK293T cells demon-
strated that HA-NRLN1 interacts with Vasculostatin, indicating
that BAI1’s N terminus is sufficient to bind to NRLN1 (Fig. 7D).

This result implies that BAI1 could potentially interact with
NRLN1 in cis (i.e., in the same cells) or in trans (i.e., in different
cells), possibly forming a complex across the synaptic cleft. To
investigate whether BAI1 is capable of forming trans-synaptic

Figure 7. NRLN1 interacts with BAI1 in dendritic spines. A, Rat hippocampal neurons (6 – 8 DIV) were transfected with EGFP and low levels of BAI1 and HA-tagged NRLN1, and on 21 DIV the cells
were fixed and stained for HA and BAI1. As shown in the representative images, BAI1 (blue in overlay) and NRLN1 (red in overlay) colocalize at spine heads (N 
 3). Scale bar, 5 �m. B, BAI1 was
coexpressed in HEK293T cells with HA-tagged NRLN1 or HA-tagged NRXN1. Proteins were immunoprecipitated (IP) with either anti-BAI1 or anti-HA antibodies and subjected to WB analysis to
determine whether BAI1 interacts with NRLN1 or NRXN1. BAI1 specifically interacts with NRLN1 (N 
 4). IB, Immunoblot. C, Schematic of full-length BAI1 and myc/His-tagged Vasculostatin (Vstat)
composed of the NTS of BAI1. D, HA antibodies were used to immunoprecipitate (IP) HA-tagged NRLN1 from the lysates of HEK293T cells expressing empty vector or HA-tagged NRLN1 in combination
with control vector or myc-tagged Vstat. Proteins were then subjected to WB analysis. Myc-Vstat coimmunoprecipitated with HA-NRLN1, demonstrating that BAI1’s NTS is sufficient to bind NRLN1
(N 
 3). IB, Immunoblot. E, Representative images from a cell– cell adhesion assay where COS-7 cells expressing GFP or mCherry in combination with NRXN1, NRLN1, or BAI1 were mixed in different
combinations and allowed to adhere to one another and form clusters. Scale bar, 5 �m. F, Quantification of the cell– cell adhesion assay in E. Clusters of �4 cells containing at least one cell of each
color were considered a single cluster. BAI1-expressing cells failed to form clusters with either NRXN1- or NRLN1-expressing cells, suggesting that these proteins do not interact in trans. In contrast,
NRXN1-expressing cells formed numerous clusters with NRLN1-expressing cells, as expected because they interact trans-synaptically (pairwise NRLN1-BAI1 vs NRLN1-NRXN1, p 	 0.001; pairwise
NRXN1-BAI1 vs NRLN1-NRXN1, p 	 0.001; p 	 0.001, F(2,27) 
 64.69, one-way ANOVA; N 
 3 independent experiments). Data are mean � SEM. ***p 	 0.001. Not significant ( p � 0.05).
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interactions with NRLN1 or NRXN1, we used a cell– cell adhe-
sion assay (Woo et al., 2009). Although NRLN1-expressing cells
and NRXN1-expressing cells formed significant clusters with
one another, neither cell population clustered with BAI1-
expressing cells. This result suggests that NRLN1 ( p 	 0.001)
and NRXN1 ( p 	 0.001) do not interact in trans with BAI1 in
a manner comparable with NLRN1-NRXN1 (Fig. 7 E, F; p 	
0.001, F(2,27) 
 64.69, one-way ANOVA). Rather, the interac-
tion between BAI1 and NRLN1 likely occurs in cis at postsyn-
aptic terminals.

Because NRLN1 facilitates the recruitment and stabilization
of key synaptic components during synaptogenesis (Gerrow et
al., 2006; Barrow et al., 2009; Aiga et al., 2011; Maro et al., 2015),
we investigated whether BAI1’s synaptic localization depends on
NRLN1 expression. As expected, Kd of NRLN1 in hippocampal
neurons led to a decrease in spine density (p 
 0.0451) and spine
head diameter (p 
 0.0434) and an increase in spine length (p 

0.00149) (Fig. 8A–E), consistent with previous reports (Hu et al.,
2015). Notably, we found that, relative to control neurons, BAI1
levels in spines significantly decreased upon NRLN1 Kd (Fig.
8F,G; p 
 0.0276), suggesting that proper synaptic localization/
expression of BAI1 depends on NRLN1.

Because NRLN1 and BAI1 interact and have similar prospi-
nogenic and prosynaptogenic functions, they may also cooperate
and/or modulate each other’s ability to regulate these processes.
Overexpression of NRLN1 induces robust spine and synapse de-
velopment (Dahlhaus and El-Husseini, 2010; Dahlhaus et al.,
2010; Schnell et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2015). To test whether BAI1 is
required for NRLN1-driven spinogenesis/synaptogenesis, we
overexpressed NRLN1 in hippocampal neurons with or without
BAI1 Kd (B1 Kd). In control neurons, NRLN1 overexpression
increased spine density, decreased spine length, and increased
spine head maximum diameter (Fig. 9A–D). In neurons in which
BAI1 was knocked down, NRLN1 overexpression still increased
spine density (WT B1 Kd vs NRLN1 OX B1 Kd, p 	 0.001, t 

6.14) and decreased spine length (WT B1 Kd vs NRLN1 OX B1

Kd, p 	 0.001, t 
 �5.46) (Fig. 9A–C; Density, Fig. 9B: p 
 0.035,
F(1,101) 
 4.58 for BAI1 shRNA only, p 	 0.001, F(1,101) 
 40.54
for NRLN1 OX only, and p 
 0.012, F(1,101) 
 6.62 for interac-
tion, two-way ANOVA; Length, Figure 8C: p 
 0.028, F(1,101) 

4.95 for BAI1 shRNA only, p 	 0.001, F(1,101) 
 34.38 for NRLN1
OX only, and p 
 0.053, F(1,101) 
 3.8 for interaction, two-way
ANOVA), suggesting that BAI1 is not required for these aspects
of NRLN1-induced spinogenesis. However, with BAI1 Kd,
NRLN1 overexpression failed to increase spine maximum diam-
eter to its previous extent (WT Vec vs WT Kd, p 
 0.021, t 

�2.94; NRLN1 OX Vec vs NRLN1 OX Kd, p 
 0.03, t 
 �2.80),
suggesting that NRLN1 depends on BAI1 to promote spine
growth (Fig. 9D; p 	 0.001, F(1,100) 
 16.45 for BAI1 shRNA only;
p 	 0.001, F(1,100) 
 27.05, p 	 0.001 for NRLN1 OX only; p 

0.645, F(1,100) 
 0.21 for interaction, two-way ANOVA). More-
over, there were prominent qualitative differences in spine mor-
phology between neurons overexpressing NRLN1 in the presence
or absence of BAI1 (Fig. 9A), suggesting that BAI1 is more im-
portant for NRLN1-induced spinogenesis than our quantitative
results would initially suggest. Indeed, synaptic analysis revealed
a more dramatic effect of BAI1 loss on NRLN1-induced excit-
atory synaptogenesis. NRLN1 overexpression increased the den-
sity of excitatory synapses in control neurons but failed to
increase excitatory synapse density in neurons in which BAI1 was
knocked down (Fig. 9E,F), suggesting that BAI1 is critical for
NRLN1-induced synaptogenesis. It is possible that, in the ab-
sence of BAI1, NRLN1 promotes the formation of spines that
lack associated synapses. Together, these results indicate that
NRLN1 functionally interacts with BAI1 at synapses to pro-
mote spinogenesis/synaptogenesis.

Discussion
Here, we demonstrate that the A-GPCR BAI1 is necessary in vivo
for hippocampal spinogenesis, and we show, for the first time,
that it regulates spine and excitatory synapse development via its
extracellular NTS and Stachel activation mechanism. Moreover,

Figure 8. NRLN1 controls BAI1 expression levels at spines. A, Confirmation of NRLN1 Kd. NRLN1 was coexpressed in HEK293T cells with either pSuper vector control or an shRNA targeted toward
NRLN1 (N1 shRNA). Lysates were collected and subjected to WB analysis to determine NRLN1 and GapDH levels. NRLN1 expression decreased dramatically upon expression of the N1 shRNA,
indicating successful NRLN1 Kd. B, Rat hippocampal neurons (6 DIV) were transfected with EGFP and either empty pSuper vector (Vec) or N1 shRNA (NRLN1 Kd). Shown are representative secondary
dendrite images used to analyze key spine parameters. Scale bar, 5 �m. C–E, Quantification of spine density from (B) NRLN1 Kd (N Kd) significantly decreased spine density (C) ( p 
 0.0451,
unpaired t test), increased spine length (D) ( p 
 0.00149, unpaired t test), and decreased spine maximum diameter (E) ( p 
 0.0434, unpaired t test) (N 
 3; n 
 7–9 neurons per condition per
repeat). F, NRLN1 Kd alters BAI1 expression in spine heads. Neurons from B were stained for BAI1 to evaluate any change in BAI1 expression or localization. BAI1 expression at spine heads was
measured using Imaris by marking spine heads (as indicated by arrowheads) and measuring mean intensity of BAI1 signal. Scale bar, 5 �m. G, Quantification of BAI1 expression at spine heads from
(F) BAI1 expression is significantly reduced at spine heads after NRLN1 Kd (N Kd) ( p 
 0.0276, unpaired t test; N 
 3; n 
 27). Data are mean � SEM. *p 	 0.05, **p 	 0.01.
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Figure 9. BAI1 is essential for NRLN1-induced spine growth and excitatory synaptogenesis. A, Requirement for BAI1 in NRLN1-induced spinogenesis. Rat hippocampal neurons (DIV 6 – 8) were
transfected with EGFP and empty vector or HA-tagged NRLN1 (NRLN1 OX) in combination with either pSuper vector (Vec) or shRNA directed against BAI1 (B1 Kd). At 21 DIV, neurons were fixed and
stained for BAI1 and HA to evaluate BAI1 Kd and NRLN1 overexpression, respectively. Secondary dendrites on EGFP-expressing neurons were imaged and subjected to spine morphometric analysis
(N 
 4; n 
 19 –34 neurons per condition). Scale bar, 5 �m. B, Quantification of spine density from (A) NRLN1 overexpression increased spine density in both vector control and BAI1 Kd (B1 Kd)
neurons (WT B1 Kd vs NRLN1 OX B1 Kd, p	0.001, t
6.14; p
0.035, F(1,101) 
4.58 for BAI1 Kd only, p	0.001, F(1,101) 
40.54 for NRLN1 OX only, and p
0.012, F(1,101) 
6.62 for interaction,
two-way ANOVA). C, Quantification of spine length from (A) NRLN1 overexpression decreased spine length in both vector control and BAI1 Kd (B1 Kd) neurons (B1 Kd vs NRLN1 OX B1 Kd, p 	 0.001,
t 
 �5.46; p 
 0.028, F(1,101) 
 4.95 for BAI1 Kd only, p 	 0.001, F(1,101) 
 34.38 for NRLN1 OX only, and p 
 0.053, F(1,101) 
 3.8 for interaction, two-way ANOVA). D, Quantification of spine
maximum diameter from A. NRLN1 overexpression failed to increase spine width to the same extent in BAI1 Kd (B1 Kd) neurons as in vector control neurons. In addition, as shown in A, the
morphology of spines on NRLN1-overexpressing neurons appeared markedly different in the absence of BAI1 (Vec vs B1 Kd, p 
 0.021, t 
 �2.94; NRLN1 OX Vec vs (Figure legend continues.)
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our results reveal that BAI1 is capable of trans-synaptic signaling.
In addition to activating Rac1 postsynaptically, which drives ac-
tin remodeling essential for spine and synapse growth, BAI1 sig-
nals to contacting axons, inducing presynaptic protein clustering.

Our results also indicate that BAI1 regulates excitatory synapse
development in cooperation with the postsynaptic cell-adhesion
molecule NRLN1. NRLN1 facilitates BAI1 localization at den-
dritic spines, and BAI1 is required for NRLN1-induced spine
growth and excitatory synaptogenesis. Together, these findings
provide exciting insights into the molecular mechanisms by
which BAI1 promotes dendritic spine and excitatory synapse de-
velopment, as outlined in our model (Fig. 10).

BAI1 is a critical signaling hub for spine and
synapse development
We have shown that sparse in vivo Kd of BAI1 in both the mouse
cortex (Duman et al., 2013) and hippocampus (Fig. 1) leads to
decreased spine density and long, narrow immature spines.
Sparse BAI1 Kd in dissociated rat hippocampal neurons results in
similar spine defects and accompanying excitatory synapse loss.
These data differ from those obtained in global BAI1 knock-out
(KO) mice, where no change in spine density was observed, de-
spite deficits in spine size and synaptic plasticity (Zhu et al.,
2015). How can these varying phenotypes be resolved? Because

4

(Figure legend continued.) NRLN1 OX B1 Kd, p 
 0.03, t 
 �2.80; p 	 0.001, F(1,100) 

16.45 for BAI1 Kd only; p 	 0.001, F(1,100) 
 27.05, p 	 0.001 for NRLN1 OX only; p 
 0.645,
F(1,100) 
 0.21 for interaction, two-way ANOVA). E, Requirement for BAI1 in NRLN1-induced
excitatory synaptogenesis. Rat hippocampal neurons (DIV 6 – 8) from the same population as in
A were fixed and stained at 21 DIV for the presynaptic marker vGluT1 and the postsynaptic
marker PSD-95, and overlapping vGluT1/PSD-95 puncta (represented as white signal in the
fourth column) were used to quantify excitatory synapse density on transfected cells. Shown are
representative secondary dendrites used for quantification (N 
 3; n 
 14 –19 neurons per
condition). Scale bar, 5 �m. F, Quantification of excitatory synapse density on 21 DIV neurons
from E. Unlike spine density (but similar to spine maximum diameter), NRLN1-driven excitatory
synaptogenesis is compromised by BAI1 Kd (Vec vs B1 Kd, p
0.040, t
�2.73; NRLN1 OX Vec
vs NRLN1 OX B1 Kd, p 
 0.047, t 
 �2.66; p 	 0.001, F(1,63) 
 14.42 for BAI1 Kd only, p 	
0.001, F(1,63) 
 18.60 for NRLN1 OX only, p 
 0.836, F(1,63) 
 0.04 for interaction, two-way
ANOVA; N
3 experiments; n
14 –19 neurons each condition). Data are mean�SEM. *p	
0.05, ***p 	 0.001. Not significant ( p � 0.05).

Figure 10. BAI1 promotes spine and synapse development by coordinating bidirectional trans-synaptic signaling. In our model, the postsynaptic A-GPCR BAI1 coordinates bidirectional signaling
to promote both spinogenesis and excitatory synaptogenesis, and these functions of BAI1 require its NTS. BAI1 activation by a BAI1 Stachel-derived peptide results in increased postsynaptic Rac1
activity and an enhancement of BAI1’s pro-spinogenic/synaptogenic functions. BAI1 likely promotes spine/synapse development by both activating Rac1-mediated actin cytoskeletal remodeling via
the Tiam1/Par3 complex and by stabilizing PSD-95 by inhibiting its degradation via MDM2 (data not shown). BAI1 is also capable of reverse trans-synaptic signaling to induce vGluT1 clustering and
presynaptic differentiation, although the presynaptic binding partner for BAI1 is currently unknown. Notably, BAI1 appears to regulate spine and synapse development in cooperation with another
postsynaptic cell-adhesion molecule NRLN1. NRLN1 facilitates BAI1 localization at dendritic spines, whereas BAI1 is required for NRLN1-induced spine growth and excitatory synaptogenesis. Red
arrows indicate interaction/activation. Black arrows indicate signaling direction.
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spine densities are decreased in the brains of mice with sparse
BAI1 Kd but not global BAI1 loss, relative levels of BAI1 between
neighboring neurons may regulate excitatory synapse number.
Kwon et al. (2012) observed a similar effect for NRLN1 (which
interacts with BAI1): total KO of NRLN1 and closely related
NRLN2/3 caused defects in synapse maturation and plasticity but
had little effect on spine density, whereas sparse NRLN1 KO re-
sulted in decreased excitatory synapse density in NRLN1-
deficient neurons. This result suggests that some synaptogenic
factors exert their effects through differences in their relative
(rather than absolute) expression levels between neighboring
neurons and potentially even between individual synapses. Thus,
the spinogenic and synaptogenic functions of BAI1 are likely to
be highly context-dependent, as implied by differences between
our results and results from BAI1 KO mice (Zhu et al., 2015). An
intriguing possibility is that receptors, such as BAI1 and NRLN1,
regulate synapse development by competing for synaptogenic
inputs that refine and reinforce more robust synaptic structures.

BAI1 promotes spine and synapse development via multiple
signaling pathways illustrated in Figure 10. Previously, we
showed that BAI1 recruits and/or anchors the polarity complex
Tiam1/Par3 to postsynaptic sites, resulting in the local activation
of Rac1, which controls actin cytoskeletal remodeling in spines
(Duman et al., 2013). BAI1 also stabilizes the postsynaptic scaf-
fold PSD-95 by binding to and inhibiting the E3 ubiquitin ligase
MDM2, which targets PSD-95 for degradation (Zhu et al., 2015).
Given BAI1’s structure and role in ligand-stimulated phagocyto-
sis (Park et al., 2007), it is logical to assume that an external signal
regulates these BAI1-mediated synaptic processes, but this re-
mains unproven. Consistent with this idea, closely related
A-GPCR BAI3 uses a ligand-dependent mechanism in the cere-
bellum to regulate the formation and refinement of Purkinje cell-
climbing fiber excitatory synapses (Kakegawa et al., 2015;
Sigoillot et al., 2015). Specifically, secreted complement C1q-like
factor C1ql1, expressed by inferior olivary neurons, interacts with
BAI3 on Purkinje cell spines and controls the stereotyped pattern
of synaptic connectivity formed between climbing fiber excit-
atory afferents and Purkinje cells (Kakegawa et al., 2015; Sigoillot
et al., 2015). Our finding that the extracellular NTS of BAI1 is
necessary for spinogenesis/synaptogenesis is significant because
it supports the hypothesis that BAI1 regulates these processes in
response to an external synaptogenic signal. Moreover, our re-
sults with the BAI1-Stachel peptide provide additional evidence
that BAI1 functions as a receptor to promote Rac1-dependent
synaptogenesis in response to an external signal. Like BAI3, BAI1
may form and maintain specific synapses that contain ligand-
activated BAI1. The nature of this synaptogenic signal remains
unknown but could be complex, as BAI1 has multiple potential
ligand-binding sites (Fig. 2) (Duman et al., 2016) and could re-
spond to several different ligands and even integrate these distinct
signals.

Stachel-mediated BAI1 activation promotes spinogenesis and
excitatory synaptogenesis
The Stachel activation mechanism has been a watershed discovery
in A-GPCR signaling for several reasons. First, it reveals a novel
signaling paradigm common to A-GPCRs, many of which are
orphan receptors with no known function. Second, it provides a
simple method using Stachel sequence-derived peptides to acti-
vate these A-GPCRs to explore their physiological and therapeu-
tic roles and functional implications without needing to identify
their native ligands. We used the BA1-Stachel peptide as a tool to

activate BAI1 in the absence of a BAI1 ligand, and it enhanced
both Rac1 activation and spinogenesis/synaptogenesis in devel-
oping neurons in a BAI1-dependent manner (Fig. 4). These
responses were relatively rapid, occurring within an hour of BA1-
Stachel peptide stimulation, consistent with timescales of local
cytoskeletal remodeling. It is not clear whether BAI1-Stachel ac-
tivates BAI1 signaling via the canonical mechanism proposed by
Liebscher et al. (2014). In this model, A-GPCRs exist as het-
erodimers due to autoproteolytic cleavage of their GAIN domain,
after which their N- and C-terminal segments remain noncova-
lently associated. Ligand binding to the NTS promotes het-
erodimer dissociation, exposing the Stachel sequence in the
C-terminal segment, which activates heterotrimeric G-protein
signaling via the GPCR domain. Many A-GPCRs have been
shown to function in this manner (Liebscher et al., 2014; Dem-
berg et al., 2015; Petersen et al., 2015; Wilde et al., 2016), but there
are notable differences between canonical and BAI1-Stachel sig-
naling. First, while BAI1 can autoproteolyze at the GAIN domain
(Kaur et al., 2005), our evidence indicates that it does not do so in
neurons. WBs of neuronal lysates show that BAI1 is predomi-
nantly full-length or cleaved between amino acids 321–329 (Fig.
2) (Cork et al., 2012). Second, canonical Stachel signaling is
GPCR-dependent (Liebscher et al., 2014). BAI1 is capable of cou-
pling to G�12/13 and promoting RhoA activation (Stephenson et
al., 2013), but no evidence to date links this signaling pathway to
BAI1-mediated spine/synapse development. Moreover, the ca-
nonical Stachel model predicts that NTS removal should expose
the Stachel sequence in BAI1, leading to constitutive receptor
activation; this prediction has held for several A-GPCRs, includ-
ing BAI2 (Liebscher et al., 2014; Demberg et al., 2015; Petersen et
al., 2015; Wilde et al., 2016; Purcell et al., 2017). However, we
demonstrate that removal of BAI1’s NTS (B1�N) renders it in-
capable of rescuing defects in spine/synapse development caused
by BAI1 Kd (Fig. 2), implying that this mutant is inhibited rather
than constitutively activated. Thus, we propose that BAI1-Stachel
signals in a noncanonical manner (Fig. 10). In support of this,
Kishore et al. (2016) reported that, in heterologous cells, BAI1
displays increased GPCR signaling activity in the absence of the
Stachel sequence. Accumulating evidence indicates that other
A-GPCRs may also signal through noncanonical mechanisms.
For instance, Salzman et al. (2017) showed that synthetic mono-
body ligands for GPR56 could still modulate GPCR signaling of a
GPR56 mutant defective in autoproteolysis and thus Stachel pep-
tide exposure. Because removal of BAI1’s NTS does not replicate
activation of BAI1 via BAI1 Stachel, a more likely model for BAI1
Stachel signaling may be unrelated to proteolysis. BAI1’s ligand
may be triggering conformational changes in BAI1 that align its
Stachel sequence into the correct position to induce downstream
signaling in a manner that B1�N cannot replicate. Thus, our
finding of BAI1-Stachel signaling in excitatory synapse develop-
ment raises many new questions and potential avenues of discov-
ery. For instance, what is the mechanism by which Stachel
activates BAI1 and induces rapid Rac1 activation and spine/syn-
apse development? Is the Stachel-BAI1 pathway always engaged
throughout development or is it regulated temporally and are the
downstream effects always the same? Our observation of a critical
period for Stachel activity in spinogenesis and Rac1 activation
(Figs. 4, 5) indicates that BAI1-Stachel signaling is regulated tem-
porally. As a final note, recent reports have demonstrated that
some Stachel sequences have nonspecific activity on multiple
A-GPCRs (Demberg et al., 2017). Stachel sequences for BAI1/2/3
are similar, so it is possible that BAI1-Stachel activates BAI2/3.
However, BAI1 Kd ablates the effects of BAI1-Stachel (Figs. 4, 5),
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so it is reasonable to posit that BAI1 activation by BAI1-Stachel
accounts for the effects that we report here.

BAI1 induces presynaptic differentiation
To our knowledge, BAI1 is one of the first A-GPCRs to be iden-
tified as a trans-synaptic inducer of presynaptic development
(along with Latrophillin-2) (Anderson et al., 2017). Not only
does BAI1 mediate spine/synapse development through Rac1-
mediated cytoskeletal changes and PSD-95 stabilization, but it
also induces presynaptic protein clustering (Fig. 10). Thus, our
observation that BAI1 Kd decreases excitatory synapse density
(Figs. 2, 3) (Duman et al., 2013) may be caused by defects in both
presynaptic and postsynaptic development. Although BAI1 ap-
pears less potent at inducing vGluT1 clustering than NLRN1 in
our mixed-culture assays (Fig. 6), we cannot be sure that BAI1
and NRLN1 were expressed at the same level as they were de-
tected with different antibodies. Nevertheless, it is reasonable to
posit that the presynaptic clustering functions of these two pro-
teins are not exactly the same. Unlike the well-established
NRLN1-NRXN1 pairing (Scheiffele et al., 2000), BAI1 has no
known presynaptic partner to explain its mechanism. BAI1 fails
to bind either NRXN1 or NRLN1 in trans, indicating that they are
unlikely binding partners for BAI1 across the synapse (Fig. 10).
However, our discovery of a functional postsynaptic BAI1-
NRLN1 interaction suggests that BAI1 may work in cooperation
with NRLN1 and other synaptic partners in promoting presyn-
aptic differentiation.

BAI1 and NRLN1 functionally interact at excitatory synapses
As mentioned, NRLN1 is an important regulator of excitatory
synapse development and plasticity, and both it and its family
members NRLN3/4 are implicated in human diseases, including
ASD and intellectual disability (Jamain et al., 2003; Baudouin et
al., 2012; Millson et al., 2012; Baudouin, 2014; Cao and Tabuchi,
2017; Nakanishi et al., 2017). Notably, we show here that NRLN1
is a partner for BAI1 at excitatory synapses. NRLN1 robustly
interacts with BAI1 and colocalizes with it at postsynaptic ter-
mini. Intriguingly, NRLN1 and BAI1 are functionally dependent
on one another. Previous work demonstrated that in vivo over-
expression of NRLN1 in newborn granule cells increases the den-
sity of dendritic spines and functional excitatory synapses
(Schnell et al., 2012). Moreover, expression of NRLN1 under the
control of the Thy-1 promoter increases excitatory synapse mark-
ers, spine density, and spine head and neck sizes (Dahlhaus et al.,
2010). Our results confirm these observations (Fig. 9) and suggest
that BAI1 is required for NRLN1’s ability to increase spine head
diameter and excitatory synapse density (Figs. 9, 10).

The precise mechanisms by which BAI1 and NRLN1 cooper-
ate at synapses remain elusive. We show that the BAI1 NTS is
sufficient to bind to NRLN1 (Fig. 7C,D), but the specific domains
that mediate the BAI1-NRLN1 interaction are unclear. In terms
of their functional interaction, NRLN1 may play a role in target-
ing and/or stabilizing BAI1 at synapses because synaptic BAI1
levels decreased upon NRLN1 Kd (Fig. 8F,G). On the other hand,
BAI1 may contribute to NRLN1-mediated excitatory synapto-
genesis by inducing local Rac1 activation and/or stabilizing the
key synaptic scaffolding protein PSD-95, a critical downstream
partner for NRLN1 (Fig. 10) (Irie et al., 1997; Bolliger et al., 2001;
Prange et al., 2004; Futai et al., 2007; Barrow et al., 2009; Schapitz
et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2015). As NRLN1 and PSD-95 both posi-
tively regulate NMDAR synaptic abundance and signaling (Bu-
dreck et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2015; Won et al., 2016; Zhang and
Südhof, 2016), it is also possible that BAI1 cooperates with these

proteins in regulating NMDAR function at synapses (Zhu et al.,
2015). In the future, it will be interesting to investigate whether
the BAI1-NRLN1 interaction contributes to synaptic plasticity as
well as synaptogenesis.

Results presented here expand our knowledge of BAI1 as a
promoter of spinogenesis and synaptogenesis. Excitingly, we
demonstrate, for the first time, that (1) BAI1 functions via a
noncanonical Stachel-dependent mechanism to activate Rac1-
mediated spine and synapse development, (2) BAI1 signals trans-
synaptically to induce presynaptic terminal differentiation, and
(3) BAI1 interacts and cooperates with NRLN1 to promote spi-
nogenesis and synaptogenesis. These functions suggest that BAI1
is, or forms part of, an important synaptogenic signaling hub
whose composition, function, and mechanism(s) of action are
still largely unknown. Solving this puzzle will greatly impact our
knowledge of synapse development and function and could also
be instrumental in the development of new therapeutic interven-
tions for treating neuropsychiatric diseases involving synapse
pathology.
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